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One of the most famous military leaders of the 17th century Jonas Karolis Chodkevicius 

was also the head of Samogitia (the western part of Lithuania), the count and the Grand hetman of 

the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, the Vilnius voivode, a prominent figure of the Grand Duchy of 

Lithuania in state military, educational and cultural affairs. 

The future military leader Jonas Karolis Chodkevicius was born in 1560 in Samogitia (the 

western prt of Lithuania). Since 1573 he studied at Vilnius Jesuit College and in 1586–1590 he 

gained knowledge of law and philosophy at the Universities of Ingles and Padua. Although in his 

childhood he was interested in the art of war, he never studied at military universities. 

As an hetman, in 1600 the nobleman went to the battle of the Republic of the Two Nations 

(Lithuania and Poland) with Sweden. In 1601 he was entrusted the command of the army of the 

Grand Duchy of Lithuania. The hetman became famous for his achievements: despite the small 

number of soldiers, in 1603. he took back Tartu from the Swedes and the following year he crushed 

the enemy near Paide (Estonia). For these victories in 1605 he received the title of the great hetman 

of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. He led many famous battles with the Swedes, Muscovites and 

Turks. 

The greatest glory awaited the great hetman in the summer of 1605 when his army of 4000 

toops crushed the forces led by King Carol IX of Sweden (14,000 troops). The victory of this battle 

made him famous throughout Europe and beyond: he was greeted by Pope Paul V, Emperor Rudolf 

II of Rome, Sultan Ahmed I of the Ottoman Empire, and others. Silk tapestries depicting the Battle 

of Kircholm were woven in Flanders. To commemorate this achievement, in 1606 the poem 

"Carolomachia" (Carolomachia, or the Battle of Carols) was published in Vilnius. 

J. K. Chodkevicius gained a lot of fame when he stopped the attack of the Ottoman Empire 

that threatened Central Europe. He led a joint army of Poland and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania 

consissting of 70 thousand soldiers in 1621 September and October near Chotin, fighting 220 

thousand Turkish troops led by Sultan Osman II. The soldiers withstood Turkish attacks and 

initated counterattacks. The battles ceased in October when the Turks conceded a defeat, and the 



boarders of the Republic of the Two Nations (Lithuania and Poland) were defended against Tartar 

and Turkish attacks. It was a great achievement of J. K. Chodkevicius. 

On September 24, 1621, at the age of 61, the great hetman of the Grand Duchy of 

Lithuania died in Chotin Castle. He is believed to have been wounded and taken out of the 

battlefield. 

 

Chodkevičius near Chotin (1867, painter J. Brandtas, the national museum of Warsow) 

Character ir hobbies 

Both at the war and in peaceful life, the nobleman was impulsive, instantly dealing with 

problems and making decisions. He was able to control the soldiers, subordinate them to his will, 

and seek victory. Because of the strict discipline and sometimes tyrannical behaviour, he was not 

very popular among soldiers, sometimes he was calledt a "belzebub." War was his passion and 

power. Military knowledge was not merely natural or intuitive, the soldier studied the achievements 

of European warfare. 

The nobleman, who was proud in public life and emphasized the greatness of his family, 

was attached to the children and his wife. In his letters, the first wife was affectionately called "the 

sweetest Zosyte, the only beloved", "my sweetest joy." He mourned the early deaths of his sons and 

wife. His daughter Ona in 1620 married the Grand Marshal of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania 

Stanislaus Sapiega. 

Jonas Karolis Chodkevičius became famous not only as a great war strategist and tactician, 

but also as a talented organizer and administrator, with great zeal and Catholic devotion. 

He was the founder of Kretinga (Lithuanian town) which in 1609 it was granted the right 

of Magdeburg. Here in 1603 he established a Bernardine monastery and a parish. In 1610–17 he 

built a church, where he installed a family mausoleum. . 
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